There are many challenging problems for Vietnamese language processing. It will be a long time before these challenges are met. Even some apparently simple problems such as spelling correction are quite difficult and have not been approached systematically yet. In this paper, we will discuss one aspect of this type of work: designing the so-called Vietools to detect and correct spelling of Vietnamese texts by using a spelling database based on TELEX code. Vietools is also extended to serve many purposes in Vietnamese language processing.
Introduction
For the past two decades computational linguistics (CL) has progressed substantially in Vietnam, mainly in these basic aspects: data acquisition from the keyboard, encoding, and restitution through an output device for Vietnamese -being unable to form syllables: quts, quoon, coan , cuee... Techniques have been developed to recognize the compound words from two syllables, such as baor damr or damr baor (guarantee), chung chung (vague), etc., from three syllables, such as howpj tacs xax (cooperative), etc., from four syllables, such as coong awn vieecj lamf (work, job), etc.
2
Designing Vietools The error detecting program reads one syllable at a time from the text. The syllable is divided into an initial consonant and a rhyme pattern, paying attention to solving initial consonants such as: gi containing vowel i; the consonant qu has vowel u, but it is easy to separate it from the syllable for it does not have the consonant q; the other combined initial consonants have the length of 2, or 3. The error-correcting unit checks the conformity of initial consonants (if present) and the rhyme pattern.
3
Code converting At present, there are many Vietnamese fonts built on different codes (different in number of bytes used: 1 byte or 2 bytes, order of tones, letter arrangements, etc.). Because there has not been a unified code for Vietnamese text, we selected a pivot code and TELEX code. There are many codes to convert from such as IBM-CP01129, Microsoft-CP1258, VISCII, VietKey, VietWare, VNI, TCVN3, Unicode, etc. Vietools works on syllables converted to TELEX. Vietools analyses syllables to detect initial consonants and rhyme pattern in TELEX code.
Conclusion
The main advantage of our method is that the tool operates independently of the Vietnamese font used. The design of Vietools is open: one can add new functions such as text or data conversion Spelling data base structure design helps building multifunctional dictionaries, which are essential for natural language processing.
